Draught Water Solution
Chilled still and sparkling water without
having to transport bottles

ENVIRONMENTAL
SOLUTIONS

Portofino

TESTIMONIALS

Mario Ciappelli, owner of
Portofino Restaurant has enjoyed
numerous benefits by installing
the Watermarques system in his
beautiful fine dining
establishment on the quayside in
Douglas. Installed in September
2012, the drinking water system
has provided both financial and
operational advantages.
“We fill our own Portofino
Restaurant branded bottles from
the system as and when needed,
thus doing away with the need to
buy, store, chill and then pay to
dispose of large quantities of glass
and plastic bottles. This saves us
time and, of course, money –
savings which we are happy to pass
on to our customers”.
Mario has already recommended
the Watermarques system to a
number of his colleagues in the
restaurant business. He summed it
up perfectly when he said; “There is
no reason not to like this system; it
saves money, it’s easy to use and
the bottles look great on the table.

“The benefits to the customer
though are the greatest – as
ultimately they pay less!”

Mannin Hotel
At The Mannin Hotel, General
Manager Rom Kesa’s main
consideration was to provide his
guests with something Manx, but
a bit different, that would reflect
the profile of the hotel and
promote brand awareness for the
business.
They provide their guests with
fresh, purified, chilled Manx drinking
water, which is served to guests in
elegant Mannin Hotel branded
bottles.
“The system has proved extremely
cost effective,– particularly for the
water we provide to the hotel
bedrooms; our guests really love
the bespoke branded bottles.”

Rom and his team are very aware
of the environmental impact of
plastic bottles and this system
eliminates the need for deliveries
and disposal of plastic waste, thus
reducing their carbon footprint.
“I would strongly recommend this
system to other local businesses;
it’s cost effective, environmentally
friendly and a great way to
demonstrate corporate social
responsibility.”

The stand alone water dispenser is
connected to the mains water supply
and designed to meet the needs of
venues where there is a high water
consumption. Through its unique
filtration system, chilled still and
sparkling water is provided in bespoke
branded bottles.

Uses bespoke engraved bottles
No transportation of heavy glass bottles
Removes the need for plastic bottles
MODEL

PURCHASE

RENTAL

£4999 + vat

£38.50 + vat per week

Free-standing Niagara

Minimum 36 month contract
Includes 200 branded bottles

Dimensions:

Height

1480 mm

Width

480 mm

Depth

560 mm

Tynwald Mills

TESTIMONIAL

With the war on single use plastics
gaining momentum, public
awareness is increasing daily.
With this in mind, Teffine Butler,
Restaurant Manager at Tynwald Mills is
in no doubt that recyclable glass bottles
will become the norm in cafes and
restaurants. She believes that
customers expectations are shifting
significantly and very soon single use
plastic packaging will no longer be
acceptable.
Tynwald Mills are ahead of the game
with a Watermarque system installed in
their restaurant kitchen. The glass
reusable bottles are beautifully
presented in clear and frosted glass to
distinguish between still and sparkling
water. Their smooth and simple design
provides a sophisticated means of
serving an environmentally friendly,
pure filtered water in any setting.
“This system has saved us a fortune
and we are delighted with the
environmental credentials; I wouldn’t
hesitate to recommend it to other
businesses similar to ours.”
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